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4. Merging1 

 

4.1 77A field 

 

The 77A field is a possible merge field and can be used to merge records manually or 

confirm unrelated identities. 

 

77A fields are added automatically to potentially matching records where identified by 

the ISNI background processing. These potential matches can be identified by the 

relationship P in the 77A field.   

 

 

Example 

 

The following record for Jones, Stuart J. contains a 77A possible merge field linking to 

PPN 037232460: 

 

 

 
 

 

The 77A field includes the following data2: 

 

 $a subfield: JNAM#PERSON - the source code and category of name, e.g. 

PERSON or ORG.  

 

 $b subfield: P – the relationship between this record and the record to which it is 

linking, e.g.: P = possible merge; M = merge; N = not equal; U = unknown 

 

 $x subfield: 82.644 – the evaluation score which indicates the level of similarity 

in the data between the two linked records. For a 77A field to be present there 

will need to be a score of at least 60, indicating a 60% match in the data3.  

 

 $9 subfield: 037232460 - the Pica Production Number (PPN) of the linked record 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Merging can also be carried out in the ISNI Web interface (PSI), where a “possible 

match” field (77A) exists. Please see separate PSI documentation   
2 Note that the 77A field may not be reciprocated on the linked records and may only 

appear on one potentially matching record. 
3 Note that this subfield is only present where potential matches have been highlighted 

automatically by the ISNI matching process. An evaluation score is not required when 

manually merging records on WinIBW. See 4.3 for guidance on merging records 

manually    

pica3://isni.oclc.nl:16035,1,5965472/?%5Czoe%20%5Cppn%20037232460


3 

 

 

 

Potential matches will remain on the ISNI database until resolved by ISNI QT or ISNI 

members.    

 

 To amend an existing 77A field (see 4.3.1) 

 To add a new 77A field (see 4.3.2) 

 To merge using the command \dup (see 4.3.3)  

 

 

 

4.2 Viewing potentially matching records 

 

There are 2 ways of viewing potentially matching records: 

 

 Tile vertical/horizontal (see 4.2.1) 

 \dup (see 4.2.2) 

 

4.2.1 Tile vertical/horizontal 

 

It is possible to display all the potentially matching records on the same screen using the 

“tile vertical” and “tile horizontal” commands4. 

  

                                                 
4 For guidance on using the tile command to view linked records where a 77A field is 

present, see 2.3.5 
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4.2.2 The \dup display 

 

When a record with a 77A field is displayed on the screen, enter the command \dup in 

the search bar. 

 

 

Example 

 

 

  

 

The \dup command displays all linked records on the same screen. 
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The record on the left-hand side of the screen is always the record with the 77A present. 

The record on the right-hand side of the screen is the record to which it is linking as a 

potential match. 

 

The green text in the display highlights any matching data. The red text indicates data 

where no match has taken place. The green text may not always be consistently applied 

but should be seen as a useful guide to where data may have matched.     

 

Note that the command \dup will only work where a 77A field is present. It will not work 

on records to which a 77A field is linking.  

 

To exit the \dup display, select the back blue arrow key on the toolbar to return to a 

previous search (see 2.9.4) or begin a new search using the search bar (see 2.2) or 

the search form (see 2.4.1). 
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4.3 Merging records manually 

 

Records can be merged manually by the ISNI Quality Team5 in WinIBW and in PSI 

(where a 77A field exists). There are 3 ways to merge records on WinIBW: 

 

 amend an existing 77A field (see 4.3.1) 

 add a new 77A field (see 4.3.2) 

 use the command \dup (see 4.3.3)  

 

 

4.3.1 Amending an existing 77A field 

 

Where a 77A field exists on a record and the potentially matching record relates to the 

same identity, the $b subfield of the 77A field can be manually changed to M6.  

 

Example 

 

77A $aJNAM#PERSON$bP$x82.481$9371592925 is amended to: 

 

77A $aJNAM#PERSON$bM$x82.481$9371592925 

 

Note that existing 77A fields with the source VIAF should be changed to ISNI prior to 

merging.  

 

Example 

 

77A $aVIAF#PERSON$bP$x86.81$9391592924 is amended to: 

 

77A $aISNI#PERSON$bM$x86.81$9391592924 

 

 

The merge programme on WinIBW runs twice a day, at 11.00 (GMT) and 16.00 (GMT). 

Matching records containing the status of M in the $b subfield are merged at these times 

and a report is sent to the ISNI Quality Team highlighting the number of merges and 

whether they were successful. 

 

      

  

                                                 
5 Note that ISNI members can also merge records. Members are instructed not to merge 

where i) there are titles with a wide range of subjects; ii) there are main & variant 

names which do not resemble each other; iii) there are mixed main names & 

pseudonyms among the main names & name variants; iv) there is not enough 

information; v) anything looks suspicious or they are just not sure. Records in these 

categories are reported to the ISNI Quality Team for review.  
6 In PSI, select compare and then equal  
 

pica3://isni.oclc.nl:16035,1,131944/?%5Czoe%20%5Cppn%20371592925
pica3://isni.oclc.nl:16035,1,131944/?%5Czoe%20%5Cppn%20371592925
pica3://isni.oclc.nl:16035,1,131944/?%5Czoe%20%5Cppn%20371592925
pica3://isni.oclc.nl:16035,1,131944/?%5Czoe%20%5Cppn%20371592925
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4.3.2 Adding a new 77A field 

 

A 77A field can be manually added to a record where this field is not already present.  

 

Example – personal names 

 

The following record relates to the identity “Standing, James”, writer on civil and 

environmental engineering. 

 

 
 

Another record for this identity also exists on ISNI.  

 

 
 

 

In order to carry out a merge, select UPDATE and manually add a 77A field to one of 

the records7. 

 

  

                                                 
7 The 77A field can be added to either record. However, it only needs to be added once 

and not to both records. The ISNI background processing determines which record is 

retained following the order of precedence in 4.9  
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Example 

 

 

 
 

 

Manually insert the 77A field by clicking anywhere on the record with the mouse and 

hitting RETURN. A space will appear in the record for the appropriate text to be 

inserted8.  

 

Once the 77A field has been added, the record will display as follows: 

 

 
  

                                                 
8 Note that MARC fields do not have to be inserted into the record in any particular order. 

WinIBW sorts the fields into the correct order once the ENTER command has been 

selected. For a list of MARC fields see Appendix 1  
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The manually added 77A field includes the following data: 

 

 

 $a subfield: ISNI#PERSON - the source code and category of name, e.g. 

PERSON or ORG.  

 

 $b subfield: M – enables the record to merge 

 

 $9 subfield: 124403727 - the Pica Production Number (PPN) of the linked record. 

 

Once the 77A field has been added select the ENTER command which is above the 

search bar. WinIBW will return to the full screen display. 

 

The merge will occur via the matching/merging programme on WinIBW, run twice a day 

at 11.00 (GMT) and 16.00 (GMT)9. 

 

  

Example – organisations 

  

To manually merge organisational records, use the command: 

  

77A $aISNI#ORG$bM$9[ppn of record you are merging to] 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

                                                 
9 Note that further data is added to the record as a result of a merge. For guidance on 

the additional data, see 4.6 
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4.3.3 Using the \dup display 

 

In the \dup display, the following commands appear at the bottom of the screen – 

equal, unequal and unknown. 

 

Example 

 

   

 

In order to merge the records, select the EQUAL command. 

 

The display will remain the same but the 77A field will be amended as follows: 

 

 

 
 

 

The merge will occur via the matching/merging programme on WinIBW, run twice a day 

at 11.00 (GMT) and 16.00 (GMT)10.   

 

To exit the \dup display, select the back blue arrow key on the toolbar to return to a 

previous search (see 2.9.4) or begin a new search using the search bar (see 2.2) or 

the search form (see 2.4.1). 

 

  

                                                 
10 Note that further data is added to the record as a result of a merge. For guidance on 

the additional data, see 4.6 
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4.4 Merging records with duplicate data sources 

 

Following the merge, all the data in the deprecated record(s) is transferred across to the 

retained record. 

 

However, only one 7XX main name heading is permitted for each data source. 

 

If there are duplicate records by the same data sources, ISNI will retain one of the 

headings in a 7XX field. The duplicate 7XX will be added as a 4XX see reference. 

 

Example  

 

There are duplicate VIAF LC/NACO and BIBSYS records for the identity James Standing. 

 

In the following record, there is a VIAF LC/NACO personal name heading Standing, J. R. 

(James R.)  

 

There is also a VIAF BIBSYS personal name heading Standing, J. R. 
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There is also a VIAF LC/NACO and BIBSYS heading Standing, Jamie in a separate 

record for the same identity. 

 

  

Merging these records has resulted in the following record on WinIBW: 
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Note that there is now only one VIAF LC/NACO and BIBSYS main name heading for this 

identity: 

 

700 10$aStanding, J. R.$qJames R.$3public$2VIAF$2LC$0nb2002039025 

 

700 1#$aStanding, J.R.$3public$2VIAF$2BIBSYS$0x02007693 

 

 

The duplicate VIAF LC/NACO and BIBSYS headings for Standing, Jamie have now been 

added as personal name see references. Multiple 4XX see references for the same source 

are permitted. 

 

400 1#$aStanding, Jamie$3public$2VIAF$2BIBSYS$0x05001760 

400 1#$aStanding, Jamie$3public$2VIAF$2LC$0nb2003028334 

 

 

Note that the local identifier of the duplicate authority record for each source is added in 

a $0 subfield. 

 

Following the merge, individual VIAF data sources will need to be notified directly by the 

ISNI Quality Team regarding the duplication in their authority data11. 

 

Non-VIAF data sources receive automatic notifications of duplicates via the 977 

notification field12. 

 

  

                                                 
11 For guidance on notifying VIAF sources, see 8.3.3 and Appendix 6 
12 For further details about the 977 notification field, see 8.2.1.2 
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4.5 Merging records with multiple 77A fields 

 

Multiple records may be linked by a 77A field, highlighting a potential match. 

Alternatively, multiple 77A fields may also be present in a single record. 

 

In these cases, the ISNI merging process works more effectively when the 77A fields all 

link to the same record.  

 

Example 

 

The following records all relate to the identity John H. Bowman, a librarian.  

 

Record 1 – A VIAF/EThOS record, with an assigned ISNI (PPN: 124293158) 

 

 
 

Record 2 – An ALCS record, with “provisional” status (PPN: 123977827).  

 

This record contains two 77A fields, both linking to duplicate ALCS records for the same 

identity, records 3 and 4 below.   

 

 
 

 

Record 3 – An ALCS record, with “provisional” status (PPN: 123805732) 

 

This record contains one 77A field, linking to record 4 below   
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Record 4 – An ALCS record, with “provisional” status (PPN: 123805724) 

 

  

 

In this case, one record would be chosen as the “main” record13. The other records 

would contain a single 77A field linking back to the “main” record. 

 

In the above example, the following process would be followed:  

 

 

Record 1 – the main record.  

 

Record 2 – delete the two existing 77A fields and add a new 77A to link with record 1, 

e.g. 77A $aISNI#PERSON$bM$9124293158  

 

Record 3 – delete the existing 77A field and add a new 77A to link with record 1, e.g. 

77A $aISNI#PERSON$bM$9124293158   

 

Record 4 – add a new 77A field to link with record 1, e.g. e.g. 77A 

$aISNI#PERSON$bM$9124293158  

 

 

Records 2, 3 and 4 will now merge on to record 1. 

 

  

                                                 
13 Any record can be chosen as the “main” record. However, the retained record will be 

determined by the ISNI background processing, following the order of precedence in 4.9   
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4.6 Additional data fields on a merged record 

 

A merged record contains a number of additional fields.  

 

4.6.1 Sources – 035 field 

 

035 data source fields are added from each merged record14.  

 

Example  

 

In the following merge a VIAF record has merged on to a JNAM/SCHU record.  

 

The existing 035 fields on the retained record represent JNAM and SCHU: 

  

035 ##$lJNAM$045543 

035 ##$lSCHU$09066161ACE47B01E00FDB45989A173AA 

 

Following the merge, a further 035 field has been added from the VIAF record: 

 

035 ##$lJNAM$045543 

035 ##$lSCHU$09066161ACE47B01E00FDB45989A173AA 

035 ##$lVIAF$012548584   

 

4.6.2 Deprecated ISNI – 097 field  

 

The 097 field lists the ISNIs from each merged record. These ISNIs are considered as 

deprecated but are retained on the record and can still be used for the purposes of 

searching/retrieval.  

 

Example 

 

A VIAF record with an assigned ISNI 0000 0000 3746 1274 has merged on to a 

JNAM/SCHU record with an assigned ISNI 0000 0001 2440 3726.  

 

The newly merged record has retained the JNAM/SCHU ISNI in the 003 field15: 

 

003 $00000000124403726  

 

However, an 097 field has now been added for the deleted VIAF ISNI: 

 

097 $00000000037461274$aassigned 

 

The $0 subfield is the deleted ISNI. The $a subfield is the status of that ISNI as it was in 

the former record, e.g. assigned or provisional. 

  

                                                 
14 For guidance on the 035 field, see Appendix 1 
15 For guidance on which ISNI would be retained following a merge, see the order of 

precedence in 4.9 
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4.6.3 Deleted PPN – 098 field 

 

The 098 field is the deleted Pica Production Number (PPN) of each merged record16. 

 

Example 

 

A VIAF record with the PPN 037461273 has been merged on to a JNAM/SCHU record 

with the PPN 124403727. 

 

The newly merged record has retained the JNAM/SCHU PPN in the 000 field: 

 

000 124403727 

 

However, an 098 field has now been added for the deleted PPN: 

  

098 $0037461273 

 

 

4.6.4 Notification of merges – 977 field 

 

A 977 field is added automatically for each merge where the ISNIs have a status of 

assigned. This field submits a merge notification directly to non-VIAF data sources and 

VIAF. The data source is informed that an existing ISNI has been deprecated and are 

provided with the new ISNI. 

 

Example 

 

A VIAF record with the ISNI 0000 0000 3746 1274 has merged on to a JNAM/SCHU 

record with the ISNI 0000 0001 2440 3726. The JNAM/SCHU ISNI has been retained.  

 

  

                                                 
16

 For further information on the PPN, see Appendix 1. Note that unlike the deleted 

ISNI, the deleted PPN is not searchable on WinIBW. 
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The following 977 notification field has been added to the newly merged record: 

 

977 ##$tmerge$2VIAF$012548584$b2012-10-09 17:00:03 

$y0000000124403726$zDeprecated ISNI = 0000000037461274 

 

This field contains the following data: 

 

 $t subfield: merge – a record of the action that has occurred 

 

 $2 subfield: VIAF – the data source of the merged record 

 

 $0 subfield: 12548584 – the identifier of the merged record, e.g. a VIAF cluster 

number    

 

 $b subfield: 2012-10-09 17:00:03 - the date and time in which the merge took 

place   

 

 $y subfield: 0000000124403726 – the retained ISNI  

 

 $z subfield: Deprecated ISNI = 0000000037461274 - the suppressed or deleted 

ISNI, now in the 097 field 

 

Note that where an ISNI has provisional status a 977 notification field is not added. 

This is because only assigned ISNIs are diffused to data sources so they would not have 

received those with provisional status. 

 

 

4.6.5 Notification of duplicates – 977 field 

 

An additional 977 notification field is added to the record where the merge process has 

identified duplicate records from the same data source. 

 

4.6.5.1 Duplication – Non-VIAF sources  

 

Notifications of any duplicates are submitted automatically to non-VIAF sources, 

following a merge on ISNI.    

 

Example 

 

The non-VIAF data source ALCS had duplicate records for the identity John H. Bowman.  

 

These separate records have now been merged on ISNI to form one record.  
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A 977 notification field is automatically added to the record to alert ALCS to the fact that 

they have duplicate headings for this identity. 

 

977 ##$tduplicate$2ALCS$02259841$b2012-10-11 17:00:06$g05-07-2013 

21:15:28$x2259840$zassigned ISNI = 000000012429315X 

 

The field contains the following data: 

 

 $t subfield: duplicate – a report of the problem, e.g. duplication 

 

 $2 subfield: ALCS – the data source with duplicate records 

 

 $0 subfield: 2259841 – the local identifier of the duplicate record    

 

 $b subfield: 2012-10-11 17:00:06 - the date and time in which the merge took 

place on ISNI 

 

 $g subfield: 05-07-2013 21:15:28 – the date and time in which the source was 

notified of the error  

 

 $x subfield: 2259840 – the retained local identifier  

 

 $z subfield: assigned ISNI = 000000012429315X - the retained or new ISNI 

 

 

4.6.5.2 Duplication – VIAF sources 

 

Notifications of duplicates are not submitted automatically to individual VIAF sources, 

following an ISNI merge. Individual VIAF sources will need to be contacted directly by 

the ISNI Quality Team17.  

 

A 977 notification field highlighting duplication for individual VIAF sources is added to the 

record, following a merge. However, this field is only submitted to VIAF who do not act 

on the notification. It is not submitted to individual VIAF sources. 

 

  

                                                 
17 For guidance on notifying VIAF sources, see 8.3.3 and Appendix 6  
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4.6.6 Verification/VIAF XA Status field - 006 

 

An 006 verification field is automatically added to all merged records.   

 

Records with an 006 field are known as “XA” records and are given a specific status 

where present on VIAF18.  

 

Example 

 

A newly merged record has been established for the identity Brun, Georg. An 006 field 

has been automatically added by the ISNI merge process. 

 

 

 
 

The 006 field includes the following data: 

 

 $a subfield: merge - the description of the editing work carried out 

 $b subfield: ISNIQT19 – source carrying out the editing work 

 $c subfield: verified – status of the record, e.g. edited and verified by the ISNI 

Quality Team 

 $1 subfield: 2014-09-16 11:30:23 – date and time the 006 field was added (note 

that this field is added automatically, once the “enter” command has been 

selected) 

 $2 subfield: ISNI – source of the 006 field 

  

Where individual VIAF data sources have duplicate records, they will need to be notified 

directly - see 8.3.3 and Appendix 6 

 

  

                                                 
18 XA status records aim at bringing greater stability to the VIAF database. VIAF clusters 

with XA status are unable to merge with other VIAF clusters with the same status – 

preventing incorrect merges on VIAF. XA status also prevents data from being split from 

the VIAF cluster – ensuring more stable clusters on VIAF.        
19 This subfield will contain the name of the ISNI member responsible for merging, e.g. 

$amerge$bHarvard$cverified$12014-09-16 11:30:23$2HARV. For ISNI Quality 

Team merges, the 006 will display the name of the individual team member, e.g. 

$amerge$bJohn$cverified$12014-09-16 11:30:23$2ISNI   
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4.6.7 Protect field – 009 

 

An 009 protect field is automatically added to merged records with duplicate source 

data. 

 

The protect field prevents further updates from the source with duplicate data on the 

merged record.  

 

Example 

 

Two records existed on ISNI for the identity Eubanks, Charlotte. The records originated 

from duplicate VIAF clusters. 

 

Following the merge on ISNI, an 009 protect field has been added to prevent further 

VIAF updates on the retained record.  

 

 

      
 

 

The 009 protect field contains the following data: 

 

 $2 subfield: VIAF – prevents updates from VIAF to the ISNI record 

 

 $b subfield: 2017-10-20 12:00:06 – the date/time the protect field was 

added 

 

 $c subfield: ISNI – the agency carrying out the merge (e.g. ISNI, HARV, 

BNF, NTA, etc.)   
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4.7 Unrelated identities 

 

Where a 77A potentially matching field links to a different identity, the $b subfield of the 

77A should be manually changed from P to N20. 

 

Example 

 

A 77A field is present on the record for the identity Timothy Johnson, author of works on 

botany. 

 

  

 

However, the potentially matching record is for a different Timothy Johnson who is a 

musician. 

 

The 77A field is amended, as follows: 

 

 

    

  

                                                 
20 In PSI, select compare and then equal 
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Rather than merging, a 950 field will be generated in this record which prevents the 

potential match from being flagged again. 

 

 

 
 

 

If using the \dup display (see 4.3.3), the following commands appear at the bottom of 

the screen – equal, unequal and unknown. 

 

If the potentially matching record relates to a different identity, select the unequal 

command. 

 

The display will remain the same but the $b subfield in the 77A will automatically be 

amended to N. 

 

This will also generate a 950 field in the record to prevent this potential match from 

being flagged again. 

 

Note that a 950 no relation field can be manually added, even without the presence of 

a 77A, in order to prevent incorrect matches from occurring in the future.  

 

4.8 Linking 77A fields relating to both matching and non-matching identities 

 

Where multiple 77A fields are present on a record, they may link to both matching and 

non-matching identities. 

 

In this case, amend the $b subfield of the 77A to M for matching identities, following 

4.3.1 

 

For non-matching identities, amend the 77A $b subfield to N, following 4.7 

 

The matching identities will merge. A 950 field is generated in the merged record for any 

non-matches to ensure that they will not be flagged again. 
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4.9 Merging criteria – Order of precedence 

 

There is a specific order of precedence used to determine which ISNI is retained, 

following a merge.  

 

The order of precedence is as follows: 

 

1. A record with assigned status is preferred to a record with provisional or suspect 

status 

2. The record containing a “preferred source” is given preference, if all records are 

assigned21   

3. If there is no preferred source, the ISNI record with the most sources or highest 

confidence level22 is retained  

4. If still no record is chosen, the ISNI with the lowest value will be retained 

                                                 
21 Preferred sources on ISNI are currently JISC Names (JNAM) or Ringgold (RING). 

Preferred sources are recommended by the ISNI Technical Advisory Committee and 

approved by the ISNI Board on grounds of having high quality data that has been 

disambiguated  
22 For further details on the confidence level, see Appendix 1. Usually, records with more 

data sources will have a greater confidence level. However, there are exceptions such as 

where there has been direct contact with an identity or publisher. Records edited by the 

ISNI Quality Team are given the highest confidence level (level 99), so would be 

preferred over records with more data sources (but not over records in the first two 

categories in the order of precedence)   


